We describe the anomalous behavior of the spectral degree of coherence as a function of light frequency in the vicinity of phase singularities of partially spatially coherent, polychromatic wave fields. We distinguish the discovered spectral coherence anomalies from conventional spectral anomalies realized with fully spatially coherent optical fields. We also demonstrate how the previously reported spectral anomalies can be engineered in partially spatially coherent fields. Concurrently, the behavior of partially spatially coherent, quasi-monochromatic wavefields near phase singularities was also studied, both theoretically [9-15] and experimentally [11, 13] , and self-similar [10, 11] or nonshape-preserving evolution [15] [16] [17] of partially coherent singular beams was revealed. Moreover, heuristic arguments were advanced [14] showing that, while phase singularities of field amplitudes are generic to fully spatially coherent fields, so are the correlation function phase singularities to partially spatially coherent fields.
Singular optics is concerned with the behavior of electromagnetic fields in close proximity to the regions of perfect destructive interference where field amplitudes vanish and, by implication, phases are indeterminate (singular) [1] . Until recently, singular optics dealt, for the most part, with monochromatic, fully spatially coherent scalar [2] or vector [3] fields. In recent years, however, the spectral behavior of focused coherent, polychromatic wavefields in the vicinity of phase singularities was explored and pronounced spectral anomalies were theoretically discovered [4] and experimentally verified [5] . This research was followed by the examination of spectral anomalies in Fraunhofer [6] and Fresnel [7] diffraction of fully coherent light by hard apertures. The discovered spectral anomalies were shown to be generic of fully spatially coherent, polychromatic fields [8] .
Concurrently, the behavior of partially spatially coherent, quasi-monochromatic wavefields near phase singularities was also studied, both theoretically [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and experimentally [11, 13] , and self-similar [10, 11] or nonshape-preserving evolution [15] [16] [17] of partially coherent singular beams was revealed. Moreover, heuristic arguments were advanced [14] showing that, while phase singularities of field amplitudes are generic to fully spatially coherent fields, so are the correlation function phase singularities to partially spatially coherent fields.
However, it appears that only the anomalous behavior of the spectral intensities of optical fields near their phase singularities has been explored to date. In this Letter, we show that the second-order correlation functions of partially spatially coherent, polychromatic fields also exhibit anomalous spectral features in the vicinity of their phase singularities. We term the novel spectral anomalies the "spectral coherence anomalies" to distinguish them from the previously discussed anomalies of spectral intensities. We note that many realistic light sources, ranging from multimode lasers [18] to lightemitting diodes [19] , are partially spatially coherent and polychromatic because they operate at several transverse (spatial) and longitudinal (temporal) modes. Therefore, spectral coherence anomalies are expected to be generic to the fields generated by such sources.
Mathematically, spectral coherence anomalies arise near zeroes of the cross-spectral densities W r 1 ; r 2 ; ω, specifying the second-order statistics of scalar optical field ensembles fUr; ωg; W r 1 ; r 2 ; ω is defined viz. [18] ,
The angle brackets on the left-hand side of Eq. (1) denote ensemble averaging. As was argued elsewhere [14] , spectral anomalies are not ubiquitous in the realm of partially coherent fields whose spectra typically have no zeroes. Hence, spectral coherence anomalies generically occur in the neighborhood of a frequency ω in the regions around pairs of points r 1 , r 2 where the spectral degree of coherence of the field, rather than W r 1; r 2 ; ω, vanishes, i.e.,
Here the spectral degree of coherence is defined as [18, 20] 
where Sr; ω ≡ W r; r; ω is the spectral light intensity. In this Letter, we will describe the structure of spectral coherence anomalies using a simple, yet illustrative, example. We stress that, although the quantitative features of the presented anomalies depend on the particular (axial) symmetry of the example source, the existence and qualitative features of the discovered spectral coherence anomalies are generic of partially coherent polychromatic optical fields.
To begin, we consider a statistically stationary, broadband coherent light source, a laser oscillating at several longitudinal modes, say, with the spectrum S i ω, centered at the frequency ω 0 . We can generate a partially spatially coherent secondary source by using a version of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer illustrated in Fig. 1 . Conceptually similar setups were employed for the experimental realization of partially coherent beams endowed with optical vortices [11] and polarization singularities [21, 22] . An optical path difference greater than the longitudinal coherence length of the primary source can be imposed between the outputs of the beam splitter BS 1 . Consequently, the fields in the two interferometer arms become uncorrelated and the emerging field at the exit to the interferometer is partially spatially coherent. Further, we can place collimating lenses, denoted as
, respectively. Thus, the far-zone spatial field distribution generated in each interferometer arm is given by the well-known Airy diffraction pattern. In this work, we are not interested in light polarization properties. Hence, we can place a polarizer P in front of the beam splitter BS 1 to ensure that the output partially coherent field is linearly polarized.
A statistical realization of the far-field output of the interferometer can then be represented within the framework of the scalar theory as
Here, s is a unit vector in the radial direction, k ω∕c, and θ is the angle that s makes with the optical axis of the system, the z axis. In writing Eq. (4), we assumed that k 0 a p ≫ 1, where k 0 ω 0 ∕c, and the spectral width Δω is not too large, Δω ≪ ω 0 , such that the paraxial approximation, sin θ ≃ θ, is appropriate for all frequencies within the bandwidth of S i ω. The second-order statistics of uncorrelated, statistically stationary spectral amplitudes are specified by
The angular field distributions in the interferometer arms are given by the paraxial diffraction pattern of a circular aperture [23] 
where J 1 x is the Bessel function of the first kind and first order. The cross-spectral density of the secondary source field at the pair of directions s 1 and s 2 on a sphere of radius r in the far zone can be determined from Eqs. (1)- (6) to be
where we introduced the spectral correlation formfactor as
We notice that the spectral intensity of the field can be expressed as
where the spectrum form-factor is
It follows at once from Eqs. (7) and (9) that
Using Eqs. (8), (10), and (11), the color plot of jμθ 1 ; θ 2 ; ωj is presented in Fig. 2 as a function of the angle θ 2 and frequency ω, for a fixed value of the other angle, θ 1 θ 1 . It is seen in the figure that the spectral degree of coherence changes rapidly in the vicinity of zero-value valleys of jμj. To confirm the existence of such valleys, we exhibit the frequency evolution of jμθ 1 ;θ 2 ; ωj in Fig. 3 for the two angular coordinates kept fixed atθ 1 andθ 2 . It can be inferred from Fig. 3 that, given a pair of aperture sizes, there always exists at least one spectral component for which the modulus of the spectral degree of coherence attains zero, indicating Finally, we notice that spectral anomalies of partially coherent fields can be engineered, in our case, by adjusting relative aperture sizes. It follows from Eq. (10) that if, for example, the aperture radii are related as a 1 ∕a 2 x ∕x , where x ≈ 3.83 and x ≈ 7.01 are the first and second zeros of J 1 x, respectively, then the spectrum exhibits the anomalous behavior illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . In this case, the primary source spectrum is assumed to be a Gaussian, centered at ω 0 3.0 × 10 15 s −1 with the linewidth Δω 0.05ω 0 , while the aperture sizes are a 1 2 mm and a 2 1.83 mm. It is seen in Fig. 4(b) that the spectral line is split right in the critical direction, θ x ∕k 0 a 1 x ∕k 0 a 2 .
In conclusion, we mention that spectral switches [6, 7] , associated with conventional spectral anomalies, found numerous applications ranging from lattice spectroscopy [24] to all-optical digital data transmission [25, 26] . By the same token, the discovered spectral coherence anomalies are expected to be useful in optical communications with partially coherent light and spatial coherence spectroscopy, to mention but a few potential applications. Fig. 3 . Frequency evolution of jμθ 1 ;θ 2 ; ωj for two aperture sizes a 2 , given a 1 2 mm,θ 1 2.25 × 10 −4 rad, and θ 2 3.5 × 10 −4 rad. 
